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All the Best Sense in a Garden - Sound 
Have you closed your eyes to enjoy your garden for what you hear, feel, smell and taste? You can enjoy 

what you grow as much or more with your other senses as with your eyes. Once you do, you can improve 
your garden experience, designs, and maintenance by using more of those other dimensions in a garden. 

 
I. Sense check 
 
Orientation and a few words of explanation 

Imagine you're stepping out your back door on a still morning. Stop and stand 
just outside the door. 

What do you register that is not visual? With what do you sense it? 
What do you encounter or follow if you mentally close your eyes and follow your 

other senses to your garden? 
 

II. Sound off about what you hear 
 
Can you put a name to these sounds? 
 
Listening at the garden gate: 
Sounds you like...                     ...sounds you can do without, and....           ...horrid sounds 
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Savor the aural experience 
Sound artists, now is your time to make a joyful noise 

 
 
Sound solutions in garden design and care 

Identifying sources 
Buffering and muffling unwanted sound 
Admitting and amplifying pleasant sound. 
Attracting sound sources. 
 

Let's apply that to a garden 
Adding plants 
Improving the flavor of what's already there 
Getting others involved 
 

 
III. Upping the sound factor in a garden: 

Block undesirable sound with dense twiggy barriers or berms. (Mostly psychological 
– what we do not see we think we hear less. With no gaps, even at ground, varying 
dense species various leaf types, absorbent ground not hard surfaces: perhaps 10db 
reduction. 

Mask unwanted sound with more pleasant "white noise" such as ornamental grasses' 
rustling or a water feature with a spray or fall. (Remember that any water sounds 
are very noticeable, even the drip of a leaky bucket can be rigged as a soothing 
feature.) 

Create an easy listening space -- place a chair where your ear tells you a person can 
most readily enjoy the sound of swishing stems, fluttering leaves, crickets, etc. are 
most easily heard. 

Tune your wind chimes by moving the clapper higher or lower. 
Create reasons to be out in a garden early in the morning before neighborhood 

sounds increase. 
When you shop for power tools, make increased muffling a criteria. Electric is quieter 

than gas, and decibel levels are specified on packaging of noise-reduced 
equipment. 

Keep oil handy for squeaky wheels, chair rockers, etc. 
 

Extras on the following pages 
 

For some Extra-Sensibility: More fun facts, and practical ideas. 
 

Pages 3 - 7: Ear to the Ground: Sounding off about what we hear in gardens 
 
Pages 8 -10: Echoes of the Fun Stuff: Tidbits and short takes on garden sound 
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Ear to the Ground: Sound in the garden 
 
"I don't know what made me do it but I told him, 'come on we have to leave right 

now.' He looked at me like I was crazy but he came with me to the front yard. Then we 
heard a noise, turned around, and that tree fell, just tipped over, right across the whole 
back yard." 

 
Did a stately old beech warn Connie to move? Given all the years she'd spent 

talking to it while out in her yard, she believes it did. Or maybe she was just in tune with 
the usual sounds in her yard. Her subconscious may have told her something was very 
wrong when her ears caught the quiet groans coming from wood compressing under a 
load finally too great to support. 

 
I haven't communed with a tree in that way but have heard trees fall, tracked a 

sharp scrape-crunch to a snail-eating chipmunk and been astounded to recognize a 
pervasive, nearly tactile "shush" as the sound of thousands of elm beetles chewing 
overhead. I've also gauged temperature using cricket song and been disoriented by 
movie scenes where the background garden sounds did not match the portrayed season. 
I love to be quiet in a garden but the garden itself never is. Its sounds intrigue, entertain, 
soothe and also inform me. Come explore them with me. 

 
 
Half past the dove call, early in cricket season 
 
It's possible to tell time and date by a garden's sound. Everyone who can hear is 

paying attention on some level. 
 
A metallic "Chip!", repeated but unhurried, breaks the stillness. It comes at dawn 

and again as the light fails in the evening, heralding the local cardinal's approach to the 
feeder. Perhaps the bird makes a quick round of all the bird seed stations in its territory. 
However, we like to think it's "our" cardinal, visiting us before all others and then 
honoring us again as the day's final, sure bet. So if the first call brings also the 
realization that, "The feeder's empty!" we scramble from bed and run for the back door, 
not even embarrassed to be calling aloud, "I'm coming, don't leave!" 

 
The deez-deez-deez of chickadees congregating in the evergreens on the sunny 

side of the house is so warm and friendly we sometimes wish that every day was a winter 
day. By spring this friendly gang will disband, becoming couples, each defending a small 
part of what was previously common ground. 

 
When we hear male birds begin to declare their territory, we know we've turned 

the corner out of winter. Yet sometimes those feather-brains jump the gun and we stop, 
look at the calendar and say "It's not even February and the robin's gearing up?" 

 
Toads calling for mates are fool-proof. The evening that the trilling begins, there 

is no doubt it's spring. 
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The distant rumble of thunder, which is  fine and proper at toad-trill time, can 
puzzle and disturb us if it comes in winter. "Was that thunder? Now?!" 

 
Spring then turns to summer with the first annoying whine of a mosquito or 

angry bizz of a hunting yellow jacket. Both set off sympathetic vibrations in our primal 
fear centers. 

 
That's one reason it's so amazing that a very similar sound of summer only makes 

me smile. It's the high whine of a honeybee, abruptly muffled every second or two as the 
insect flower hops just inches from my head as I work among the flowers. It's such a 
business-like sound, from creatures so obviously focused on the flowers that my nerves 
know they have no plan to bother me. 

 
Then there are the hums that rumble so you can feel them, like the water-muted 

thrum of a big boat passing slowly. They come from a bumblebee, dragonfly or 
hummingbird. These arrest me, and make me feel like a kid every time to realize that 
things so fantastic can exist in my garden. 

 
Summer's here if we hear the tattoo of wings or a persistent thunk-thunk on the 

window screen. It's another moth or May beetle falling under the spell of our interior 
lights. What a thrill to also hear the trill of a gray tree frog, and know it may be clinging 
to the wall near the porch light, anticipating just such a bug-brained mistake. 

 
Then comes "August," when whole trees kirr-whirr loudly, one canopy seemingly 

answering another. Afternoons are full of grating from various cicadas, beginning 
abruptly and building to astonishing volume. At night, those cicadas yield to chirping 
tree crickets and rasping katydids.  

 
When a mourning dove flutters onto a prominent perch and begins its plaintive, 

two-note call, I put a little rush on whatever project I'm trying to accomplish in the 
garden. I know that on my garden clock that dove appears only after 4 p.m. 

 
It's only in late summer that we hear the questioning, minor key, "foo-wee" that 

means young goldfinches have fledged. They still beg to be fed even as they learn to feed 
themselves, tagging along after their parents. We wonder that we never hear a "Pipe 
down already!" from the adult birds as the troupe forages in seedy prairie dock, purple 
coneflower, or globe thistle. 

 
There's the call of migrating geese and the distinctive rustle of tall grass seed 

heads to tell us fall's arrived. Listen closely and you can separate the "hink" from the 
first of the mated pair from the answering "honk" of its mate, and distinguish the clatter 
of northern sea oats from the silken swish of maiden grass. If these cues slip by, 
however, you're not likely to miss others, such as the roar of distant roads and 
machinery that increases as the buffer of leaves drops away. 
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Results of a garden hearing 
 
Even blindfolded, you can assess the growth stage and condition of some plants 

and gardens. No sound is like that of drought dry grass underfoot, and once you've 
heard the pop of peashrub seedpods bursting in the July sun, you will always recognize 
it. Tree limbs and even whole trunks creak as they move in a wind so that we may shift 
around to listen and home in on the weak one. By the same token, if you rustle a bush or 
a hedge you can hear whether the stems are live and limber, or dead and brittle. As you 
shake hands your evergreens your auditory memory may alert you to trouble if there is 
an unusually heavy patter of falling needles. Hickory nuts, acorns, black walnuts, apples 
and mulberries, green or ripe, each fall with distinctive pings, clacks, thuds and splats. 

 
Usually, we use what we see or feel to make decisions about garden care. Yet what 

you have heard, even or especially at a subconscious level, plays a part in those hunches 
that contribute to a green thumb. So why not see what you can do by focusing 
deliberately on this input? The steady drip from leaf tips after a downpour is quite 
different from the shimmery patter as a breeze strips a light shower from leaves. There 
are also differences in the sound of drops rebounding from dusty ground, plunking onto 
moist earth or being pillowed by cushy mulch. Close your eyes one day, move away from 
the loud rattle and ping of raindrops striking roof or patio, and enjoy the subtler 
variations of water on soil and leaf. 

 
Thus attuned to water's sound, set your oscillating sprinkler by ear, reckoning 

how much of each sweep is falling wastefully on pavement, running off hard packed soil 
rather than soaking in, or being blocked by foliage. When you hear it crackling against 
bark, you may understand that's as damaging as if a water gun struck your leg that way, 
every 6 seconds for an hour and a half. Rather than set a sprinkler for full arc and top 
pressure you might hear the reasons for reduced pressure or narrower coverage. 

 
If you have an in-ground irrigation system, you probably test your reflexes 

regularly. You know whether you're still able to grab your tools and get out of range of 
the sprinklers after hearing that fizz which precedes the spray. Why not test your 
perception of the system in other ways? Stand with your eyes closed and listen to each 
zone as it runs. Concentrate, and you'll realize your ears can take you to heads that are 
clogged or broken, barely whispering or burbling incoherently among the general 
righteous spritzing. 

 
It's interesting to try these things, even if some sounds elude you. It's simple fact 

that most people over 30 lose the ability to hear higher frequencies, and once over 50 we 
generally find lower ranges slipping away, as well. Yet the exploration of a garden's 
alternate dimensions is great exercise for the mind and heart, even if the effort takes 
place more in the brain than the ear. For instance, you can compare notes with others 
about what you each hear. Don't consider it a contest but a chance to broaden your 
perspective. 

 
With my teenage niece and my sister, I once listened to a recording of insect 

sounds (on the CD accompanying the book Songs of Insects by Wil Hershberger). Some 
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of the recordings, the book advised us, were of insect sounds so high in frequency that 
only youngsters might hear. So my sister and I were pleasantly surprised at how many of 
those sounds we could hear. More importantly, it was an exercise that opened 
discussion along unexpected paths, such as what that hum is coming from the shed 
("Hum, what hum?"). Another meandering took us to certain shop owners and club 
managers, prohibited from overt age discrimination, who seek to repel teenagers by 
broadcasting high frequency noise inaudible to adults. Certainly I never imagined the 
existence of, or thought I'd ever debate with a teenager about, high frequency ring tones 
marketed to kids as a way to get around classroom bans on cell phones! 

 
Considering creatures more commonly rated as varmints, sound might offer even 

greater possibilities. The best young human ear can only hear tones with frequencies 
below 20,000 Hertz (Hz). Yet a rat's ear registers sounds up to 50,000 Hz, a mouse to 
100,000 Hz and moths to 240,000 Hz. Perhaps my young friend Dominic, who's been 
working on sound's fringes for a decade as he deliberately composes music so that it will 
disturb a human audience, will find his niche in creating tunes to send specific pests 
running. Then he can translate them into ultra-high frequencies and make his fortune 
selling garden-protective sound kits to my grandkids. 

 
Listen to who's sharing your garden 
 
For now, varmints make their way undisturbed in my garden on most days. But 

when it's very quiet I have heard rabbits busily chewing, groundhogs snapping stems, 
squirrels gnawing bark, even voles scuttling. Then, I have delighted in sending my dogs 
after them. Doubtless, with their 60,000 Hz ears they have not needed my direction. Yet 
they learned long ago that alerts they gave to me would fall on deaf ears, netting only 
responses such as, "There's nothing out there! You have another think coming if you 
think I'm going to let you out and in all day 'just because!'" 

 
Wouldn't it be something to have ears so sensitive as a dog? (Right -- we'd never 

get anything done amid all that distraction. Nevertheless...) Just once it would be nifty 
to hear what my dog, or equally gifted cat, is hearing. What accompaniment is there to 
that tiny rustle as a robin lifts a beakful of mulch, scatters it and then pounces on the 
insects and worms it's uncovered or startled? Would I hear the slither of the worm that 
drew the bird's attention in the first place, or the squeaking of the captured insect? 
When I hear the faint skree of the hawk high above me, could I also catch the frantic 
rustle of fur as every rodent in sight dives for cover? Would I be less startled by the sight 
of a toad or garter snake, because I heard them before uncovering them? When that 
shrew, an amazingly brave and perpetually famished hunter, targeted my hand as it 
probed under a catmint, would I have heard it growling as it doggedly clung to my 
gloved finger? 

 
No, all the extra input would not be good in the long run. It would probably drive 

me crazy, like the character I met as a kid while reading an Alfred Hitchcock collection 
of short stories. That man found he could hear plants' voices as they were plucked, shorn 
and otherwise mistreated by people. I'll settle for simply knowing all these other layers 
of sound are out there. 
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About ten years ago I heard an interview with a man who found a way to record 

the sounds some insects such as treehoppers make by drumming on plants. He 
translated those recordings to human-audible frequencies. It was fascinating, and came 
back to me recently while I was snapping garden debris to fit into a yard waste bag. Such 
different sounds the various stalks and twigs made, especially dry stems compared to 
those that were moist. Would dry plants -- stressed plants -- serve as better drums for 
insects, sending these signals to potential mates even farther afield? Could that be one 
reason that plants already in trouble for other reasons net more than their share of 
pests? No wonder we're told, "Keep the plant healthy and it will be resistant to trouble." 

 
Plea for quiet 
 
Appreciating sound requires quiet, and that's sadly hard to come by. Very early in 

the morning, a time I used to love for the lack of human sound, is now the time when 
high-whining parking lot sweepers work. Truckers, adjusting as they must to 
increasingly congested roads, make deliveries earlier and earlier. As they maneuver to a 
loading dock their vehicles' back-up alarms cut the pre-dawn darkness like strobe lights. 
Such things come between me and my garden even a quarter- to a half-mile away. 
Omnipresent mowers and blowers, power trimmers and chain saws. These ubiquitous 
noises, roaring close by or humming at a distance, have almost certainly done more than 
aged hearing to diminish my audio pleasures. It's a rare day now when I can hear the 
riffle of a breeze to come, as it plays across the top of the tall cottonwood a block 
away.Yet once I knew by sound whether its leaves were dry or moist. 

 
It's been well over a decade since others who love quiet first organized to protest 

and restrict the use of gas-powered blowers and excess mowers in some communities. I 
can understand the green industry's objections -- why regulate us while overlooking 
home gardeners' noise? I can, however, question the defense it takes -- that businesses 
cannot operate effectively without the offending machinery, schedule or tactic. 

 
In arguing against change, green industry statements include estimates from this 

expert or that operator to the effect that outmoded, manual, quieter ways would require 
half again to ten times the labor. I've looked but have yet to find objective studies to 
support those estimates. Meanwhile, in trials of my own such as timing one gardener 
with hand shears and another with power trimmer, one with rake and another with a 
blower doing the same work, I've most often found the methods equal. When I've 
broadened the scope to cover a complete operation, from set-up to clean-up, it's even 
happened that the manual mode is quicker. 

 
Yet I know that the sound situation is unlikely to change dramatically in my 

lifetime. Too much money has been invested in equipment, too many people believe that 
carrying a power tool is inherently better than wielding a hand tool, and too many 
people who are not able to exert themselves with rake or broom are enabled by power 
assist. What I can hope is that everyone will at some time enjoy some quiet sound 
enough to want to hear it again, and will now and then throttle down or otherwise 
minimize their noise. Into that occasional quiet I'll throw outmoded sounds, so perhaps 
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mine will not be the last generation of Americans to recognize the whirr of a reel mower, 
the singing of shears, the strumming of a rake or the chuff of a spade biting soil. 

Echoes of the fun stuff: 
 
The beech speaks 
A big tree like a beech is always making noise, and we're always registering its 

voice at some level. Of course its sounds change as the tree begins some final twist, 
perhaps after a critical seam succumbs to that ancient, invisible nemesis, internal decay. 
The trunk groans or the roots begin to snap and we feel it through our feet and as a 
rumble in our gut. A friend once left her yard because of an uneasy feeling, and 
moments after she exited, her beech fell where she had been. We think she knew the 
tree's sounds so well, that changes in them sounded a warning that it was about to fall. 

 
A chuckle over chickadeez 
Probably some sounds are universally rated "pleasant", such as the chick-a-deez-

deez-deez call of the black-capped chickadee. 
 
Hey buddy, wouldja tune those chimes! 
Wind chime promoters claim the best sound comes when length of tube and 

placement of clapper tunes them to the pentatonic scale used by most blues- and folk 
musicians. Many people disagree, saying that all chimes are just noise. Few garden 
fixtures create such controversy. 

 
...but can they play "Wipe Out"? 
An eastern tent caterpillar rears when disturbed. Some caterpillars go a step 

further, drumming on the leaf surface with mandibles and hind end to send intruders 
packing. Gardeners who have been visited by gypsy moth and know the creepy hiss of a 
million mouths chewing will not be surprised to know we can sometimes hear a band of 
tiny percussionists, too. 

 
Could we leave the water running to mask the sound? 
Big caterpillars like this polyphemous moth are just funny. One we raised indoors 

needed a platter under its leaf-filled vase to keep its mess under control -- we could 
actually hear its droppings plopping! 

 
Tiny bird with a mighty rumble 
A hummingbird's wings may be beating as fast as 200 times per second even 

while hovering, making a low frequency sound you feel as much as hear. In comparison, 
the bumblebee rumbles by creating a 150Hz wake. The sound from the biggest dragonfly 
falls between bird and bee while the tinier species' 30Hz ripples might be audible only to 
very young children. 
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Sounds to drive you buggy: Stridulation, percussion, and tymbals. 
Think of singing insects as rambunctious kids in the yard, each equipped with a 

stridulator, drum, tymbal or clicker and using that instrument with non-stop, fast paced 
gusto. Now imagine ten thousand kids out there, each with clicker in one hand and 
metal rod, plastic wand or wooden dowel in the other, rattling their sticks along various 
fencing as they ride by on bikes fitted with playing cards and balloons to thwap against 
the spokes. Is that music to your ears, or noise? 

Stridulator: A fingernail running along a comb or a stick clacking along a picket 
fence. A katydid uses the rough edges of its forewings to sing a ratchety, syncopated 
"katy did, katy didn't." A cicada rubs ribbed wing edge across rough leg at "grate rate." 

Drum: Most insects that sound off via percussion use plant stems or leaves as 
their resonator. Some beat on their own body, like a one-man band popping a finger 
against taught cheek. 

Tymbal: A resonating surface. Cicadas, for one, use a tymbal to amplify their 
stridulation. Their system's so efficient that some species can top 100 decibels (Db), a 
racket nearly as loud as a power lawnmower. 

Clicker: You probably played with one as a kid, a convex metal form with a 
straight tab spanning its open underside. Press the metal tab and it pops back out, its 
sound amplified by the dome above. Ironically, the dome may have been painted to 
resemble a beetle or other insect form. 

 
Onomatoadtrill-a? 
Few words describe a sound as well as trill fits the male toad's song. 
 
Beg for more 
Once heard, never forgotten -- the sound of nestlings begging all at once as the 

parent arrives with food. 
 
Feather that reed, riffle the maiden 
The person who wants the susurrus of wind across grass may be disappointed by 

feather reed grass (Calamagrostis acutiflora), a stiff and quiet species. They should 
cultivate the riffle of maiden grass (Miscanthus sinensis). 

 
Silent as stone? 
The more stones it meets and steps it tumbles over, the louder water's sound. 

Even a tiny brook can be a mighty presence. This sound is far more acceptable to most 
people than that of wind chimes. 

 
Water torture 
Even if it's a tiny trickle at a distance, the sound of water registers. Where it's a 

fixture, it may in time become white noise and then its cessation can prickle, calling us 
to come out and make things right.  

 
Singin' in the rain 
Where you may see nifty outdoor art, I see an opportunity to play a stream of 

water across the surfaces and hear a new song. 
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Plug and muffle that mower man 
Some power equipment is designed to run quieter -- shop for it and support those 

manufacturers. Electric motors are quieter than gas engines. Equipment run at half- or 
quarter- speed may make less than half the noise of the full-throttle machine. 

 
The universal sound 
We have no air conditioning in our home, and never feel we might want it except 

on a few particularly hot, muggy days each year. That bit of discomfort is a small price to 
pay for the pleasure of windows always open to the garden's best sounds: Kids laughing, 
frogs splashing, plants rustling, and gradual awakenings as the garden's orchestra 
gathers and tunes up.  

 
...whatever you like, just not late for dinner 
As I  work I love to know where I am in relation to the wider world. With my head 

down in the garden I'm oriented by sounds, such as an old lunch bell clanging on the 
next street, a distant whistle of a train approaching a crossing, or the carillon from a 
neighborhood church.  

 
Gone with the wind 
A friend once ribbed me for my preoccupation with garden sound, including my 

collection of audible plants such as pigsqueak and Canterbury bells. Yet even she sighed 
a bit wistfully at the recollection of the melodic snick and idling whirr of the reel mowers 
we pushed as kids. 

 
Yet it didn't go viral! 
Crickets chirp at speeds affected by air temperature. The National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration once had a Cricket Chirp Calculator page, where you could 
plug in the number of chirps you counted in a minute and see  that translated to degrees 
Fahrenheit. That page is gone now but from sources such as Fun Science Facts from the 
Library of Congress you can still call up the formula: Count the number of chirps in 15 
seconds and then add 37. 

 
Want to hear various insect songs? Check out 
https://songsofinsects.com 
 
and on youtube.com search insect songs recorded by John Acorn 
 
Birds: 
https://www.birds.cornell.edu/home 
 
Keeping up: 
https://nonoise.org noise pollution clearinghouse liste by U.S. NIH 
 
 


